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a b s t r a c t

Additive Manufacturing (AM) technique is widely recognized by aerospace sectors for its

potential to fabricate complex shape components directly from a Computer-Aided Model

data (CAM). Selective Laser Melting (SLM) is an innovative method high degree of adapt-

ability among different AM techniques. SLM is one of the AM techniques adopted to pro-

duce the three-dimensional complex shape components. Current research work focuses on

fabricating an AleSie10Mg aluminium alloy by SLM process which is studied for the in-

fluence of scanning speed and build orientation on the mechanical strength and surface

finish of the as built component compared with as casted specimen. The importance of the

sample studied for the scanning speed and built direction is relatively essential exclusively

for dynamic applications. The as-built samples surface micrographs was surprisingly

refined with a progressively reduced grain size diameter from 7.2 mm to 5.5 mm by

increasing scanning speed compared to that of AlSi10Mg parts (~9.1 mm). The mean layer

thickness increased from 20 mm to 30 mm by decreasing the scanning speed from 500 mm/s

to 200 mm/s. Attractive advantage of the Orowan mechanism, fine grain strengthening,

and the graded interfacial layer, a considerably-high microhardness (135 ± 3.1HV), and

enhanced mechanical properties were achieved.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Selective Laser Melting (SLM) is a progressive layer by layer

additive manufacturing technique and is a cutting-edge
n (M.A. Xavior).
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method that unlocks the potential for digital additive

manufacturing in various aerospace and space industries.

Additive manufacturing by SLM is observed to be rapid, flex-

ible, and cost efficient for complex components production

from a computer aided design (CAD) model produced by any
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modeling platforms. Explicitly, most complex 3-dimensional

design models with different geometries and shapes can be

built with highest efficiency and automatically without

involving additional milling path programs and post pro-

cessing. Comparing with various AM techniques, SLM process

is capable of producing components with good density and

highest properties expected due to its rapid melting and so-

lidification of the particles with ultra-fine-grained micro-

structure. Complex shape prototypes of the aerospace and

space components can be manufactured in a short period and

progress the quality of product design which facilitates the

opening to review the faltering configurations [1]. Besides, AM

inculcates distinct mode manufacturing of complex shape

three-dimensional parts and diverse articulated structure,

which could not be possible with conventional manufacturing

methods, neglecting sub-assemblies of structural part mem-

bers and assembling after post manufacturing. Distinct mode

manufacturing by SLM techniques can significantly amend

the way aerospace and space exploration complex parts that

are newly built [2e4]. However, various researchers have

studied on the complex parts that are directly manufactured

and tested for microstructural and bulk characteristics of the

additively manufactured components. There are numerous

additive manufacturing techniques existing to manufacture

aerospace-space exploration complex parts like 3D printing,

stereolithography (SLA) and selective laser sintering (SLS).

AM-manufactured space exploration complex parts found to

be potential alternatives for many real time applications as

they possess high strength, which are proficient to withstand

and operate at both dynamic and static loading conditions [5].

Selective laser melting (SLM) a well-known AMmethod which

is relatively demanding in recent years while manufacturing

aerospace and space exploration complex shape ferrous and

non-ferrous parts. SLM process is a cutting-edge

manufacturing technology where various types of materials

and different properties for explicit purpose are engineered to

accomplish as per the application requirement in aerospace

and space exploration industries [6e9]. AM manufacturing

technique started in aerospace and space exploration appli-

cation with fabricating complex shape plastic prototype

composites at development stages and went on to the ferrous,
Fig. 1 e (a) Graphical representation of SLM rig and
non-ferrous and ceramic components. Selective laser melting

(SLM) is used to manufacture the AleSie10Mg alloy plate

which is tested for the tensile strength, micro hardness, sur-

face roughness and microstructural analysis. SLM plate in

both the vertical and horizontal built direction is tested to

understand the influence of build orientation on the bulk

strength and microstructural analysis of the manufactured

part [10e12]. It is also important to study the microstructural

resultant factor and surface finish of the as built part to un-

derstand the importance of employing secondary operations

to reduce cost which play a significant role in AM techniques.

Bulk properties, components service life and cost for produc-

tion are the key important factors that control the choice of

choosing a new additive technique to solve the modern de-

mands in the aerospace and space exploration industries.

The SLM technique has a direct or indirect influence of its

own process parameters during complex components

manufacturing. Other important factors like type of machine,

laser source, laser power, layer thickness, hatch spacing, build

orientation, scan speed, type of work piece, material used for

manufacturing do have potential impact on the final product

outcome after the SLM process. Some of the factors

mentioned above are maintained constant in the current

research and few changing parameters are used to process the

specimens.
2. Experimentation and methodology

2.1. Additive manufacturing by SLM process

As displayed in Fig. 1(a), the 3D schematic of the SLM 280 2.0

Multi laser system supplied by SLM solutions Pvt Ltd., Ban-

galore, India which possess a string laser of emitting laser

beam of average wavelength 1069 nm. The maximum power

output of the laser is 100 W with a laser spot diameter of

~60 mm. The SLM experimental parameters are tabulated in

Table 1. The substrate backing plates were preheated twice

prior to starting the SLM process to ensure the scanning of the

leaser and to improve the efficiency of the built specimen. S-

cross lay hatching strategy was used to fabricate specimen
(b) Laser scanning strategy by S-Cross method.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.135
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Table 1 e Tensile data of as cast and SLM as built AleSie10Mg in XY and Z direction.

rocessing condition as
built and built direction

Tensile Strength (MPa) Yield Strength (MPa) Modulus of elasticity (GPa)

Xy direction Z direction Xy direction Z direction Xy direction Z direction

500 mm/s and 20 mm 360 ± 2.9 390 ± 2.1 283 ± 3.5 320 ± 2.3 70 ± 1.6 70 ± 1.5

200 mm/s and 30 mm 271 ± 3.3 325 ± 2.6 259 ± 1.9 305 ± 2.1 63 ± 1.3 63 ± 1.1

As casted tensile strength is 279 ± 1.9 MPa, Yield Strength is 235 ± 2.2 MPa and Modulus of elasticity is 57 ± 1.3 GPa.
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plate of 150 � 100 � 5 mm LxBxT plate under argon atmo-

sphere and with oxygen content in the processing chamber

below 50 ppm. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the built plate was

scanned twice with bi-directional vectors in SDx and scanned

twice in direction of SDy consecutively for attaining the build

track homogeneity. The layer-by-layer hatching was per-

formed at a hatching spacing of 150 mm. The layer thickness

for performing SLM was 20 mm and 30 mm. The laser spot

diameter was maintained at 100 mm.

2.2. Materials

Gas atomized powder of AleSie10Mg was obtained from

Ampal Inc. USA with average particle size of 10 mmwith 98.9%

purity level. The as received powderwas ball milled for 30min

at 600 rpm to ensure the powder surface with oxidation are

removed completely in acetone medium and the powder

mixture is dried in a vacuummicrowave oven at 100 �C for 6 h.

The dried powder is immediately transferred to the powder

supply chamber of the SLM process rig. The particle size of the

processed powder was validated by the Master size 3000 type

particle analyzer as shown in Fig. 2(a). The powder is further

studied for the composition by using hand held X-Sort X-ray

fluorescence XRF analyzer as details of the composition

shown in Fig. 2(b). Figure 2(c) shows the Scanning Electron

Microscope image (SEM) of powder morphology exhibiting the

shape of the powder were uniform and in near spherical in

shapes.

2.3. Material characterization

Laser absorptive nature of the as received AleSie10Mg pow-

der was studied using diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS)

technique. Themeasurement was attained by using a Lambda

900 spectrometer attached and integrated with a sphere of

diameter 150 mm. The results were measured and validated

with the wavelength ranging from 200 to 2000 nm. The plate

that was as built were transferred carefully to a wire electric

discharge machine to cut the samples into desired shape of

tensile sample as per ASTM E08 and small 10 � 10 mm sam-

ples for microstructural, Hardness and SEM/Transmission

Electron Microscopy (TEM) observations. The as cut samples

were polished using grit papers with standard methods and

etched with Keller's reagent (95 ml distilled water, 1 ml

HF,1.5 ml HCl, 2.5 ml HNO3) for 25s. Optical inverted micro-

scope and high-resolution scanning electron microscope

(HRSEM) was used to investigate the microstructural refine-

ment of the as SLM built samples. For the validation on the

grain size studies and orientation of the grains Electron

Backscatte Diffraction (EBSD) method was used. Samples for
EBSD were prepared by electro polishing with 20% perchloric

acid and 80%methanol for 100 s at potential difference of 12 V.

The EBSD analysis was performed using FEI-Quanta 200HR-

SEM following step size of 0.1 mm and with TSL OIM software.

FEI Technai 20 G2S-Twin High resolution transmission elec-

tron microscope (HRTEM) with 200 Kv capacities was used to

analyze the microstructure mechanics at the SLM as built

surface in terms of grain size, shape and nucleated pre-

cipitates. The HRTEM samples with size 0.5 mm thickness

were taken from the area perpendicular to the built direction

by using hand held diamond cutter. Further mechanically

polished thin film of size 75 mmwith punched disc of diameter

40 mmwas extracted and subjected to twinjet electro polishing

using 10% perchloric acid and 90%methanol. For each explicit

parameter, experimental data were recorded from an average

of 3e5 entries. The phase formation during the process was

studied by x-ray diffraction (XRD, D8 Advance, Cu Ka), and the

peak intensities were recorded in the 2q-range between 20�

and 90�. Vickers hardness measurements were recorded and

calculated on the cross-section by a Matsuzawa MMT-X with

micro diamond indenter with 100 g acting load and a loading

duration of 15 s.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microstructural studies and relative density studies

Figure 3 shows the built morphology and relative density of

the as-built AleSie10Mg specimens in z direction scanned for

twice in bi-directional directions SDx and SDy. The relative

density was experimented and determined using Archimedes

principle, as described by equation (1) [13]:

r¼ Ma

Ma �Mw
*rw (1)

Where, r is the bulk density of the as-built specimen, rw is the

distilled water density as this particular parameter is highly

temperature dependent, Ma ismass of the as built specimen in

air and Mw is the immersed mass of the as built specimen in

distilledwater. The theoretical density of the AleSie10Mgwas

calculated from the structure of crystalline solid route as

shown in equation (2):

r¼ n A
VcNA

(2)

Where n is the number of atoms/unit cell, A is the atomic

weight of AleSie10Mg, Vc is the volume of unit cell which is a3

for cubic structure and NA is Avogadro's number (i.e.,

6.022 � 1023 atoms/mol) and was calculated theoretical

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.135
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Fig. 2 e (a) Particle size distribution of AleSie10Mg processed powder, (b) XRF composition analysis report and (c) SEM image

of AleSie10Mg processed powder.
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density was found to be 2.59 g/cm3, as also ascribed with the

findings [14]. From Fig. 3 it is very clear that AleSie10Mg alloy

had numerous keyhole pores and microstructural defects

when fabricated through casting techniques and by employ-

ing additive manufacturing technique the alloy exhibited

advantage in process ability by SLM method as shown in

Fig. 3(c). However, the relative density of the casted

AleSie10Mg was found to be 87.2% with noticeable keyholes

and microstructural defects where as SLM processed spec-

imen recordedwith highest relative density of 94.7% free from

micropores and macro pores (scan speed ~ 200 mm/s) [14].

There exists an inverse relation between the densification

behavior and scanning speed of the process when fabricated

by SLM technique. On reducing the induced energy input by

increasing the scan speed to 500 mm/s, the as built plate ex-

hibits prominent visible surface pores and micro cracks and

recording a reduced relative density of 91.8%. Similar results

were also reported by recent research where SLM processing

at 600mm/s scan speed produced a samplewith lower relative

density 93.8% and surface noticed with prominent visible

micro pores, surface micro cracks, and keyholes with notice-

able defects in the molten pool boundaries [14].

Significant property like laser reflectivity will determine

the effectiveness of SLM process ability of AleSie10Mg alloy

which was also reported in recent research [13e15]. This

phenomenon means that proficient energy absorption of the

alloy material for the same experimental parametric condi-

tion. Surprisingly, few volume percentages of unmelted alloy

particles during the process could refill the pores formed on
the surface of the plate during the stage of solidification,

which eventually leads to improved relative density, this

phenomenon is quite in adherence with recent research [16].

From Fig. 3(c), molten pool boundaries are noticed with large

metallurgical pores which may be due to the gas trapped

within the melt pool when scanned with 500 mm/s. Signifi-

cant mechanism in the formation of large sized pores at the

melt pool boundaries may be due to the inverse relation be-

tween the dynamic viscosity of the melt system with liquid

flow temperature [2]. At 500mm/s scanning speed, themolten

pool temperature was observed to be restricted, which leads

to higher dynamic viscosity of the alloy system with reduced

flowability. This particular phenomenon leads to insufficient

flow rate of the melt which eventually results in failure to fill

the residual gaps leading to formation of large sized pores and

keyholes [2,14e16]. Furthermore, at 500 mm/s scanning speed

enhanced the capillary instability of the melt pool which

resulted in splashing of tiny fluid droplets on the surface

leading to micro pores and keyholes [16].

The XRD analysis data of the as casted and SLM processed

as built specimens were studied and compared for 200 mm/s

and 500 mm/s scanning speeds as shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b).

Element aluminium (Al) (JCPDS card 04e0787) and Silicon (Si)

(JCPDS card 78e2500) were recorded as the significant com-

pound phases in both as casted and SLM as built specimens

with scanning speeds of 200 and 500 mm/s. The minor peak

intensities related to the element magnesium (Mg) (JCPDS

Card 22e0829) was recorded because of low Mg content. It is

profound from the peak intensities that Al peak was recorded

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.135
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.135


Fig. 3 e (a) (b) AleSie10Mg plate with dimension 150 £ 100 £ 5 mm LxBxT fabricated by SLM, (c) Relative density of as built

specimen compared with the as casted AleSie10Mg specimens for two combinations of scanning speeds and layer

thicknesses.
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between 37� - 40� which shifted towards higher 2-theta angles

with lowered scanning speed of 200 mm/s as shown in

Fig. 4(b). This higher angle shift may be due to the factor of

decreased lattice parameter, whichmay be majorly due to the

lattice distortion induced by the formation of high dense melt
Fig. 4 e (a) XRD spectrum of as casted and SLM as built AleSie10

peak intensities in the range 2q ¼ 20� ~90� (b) smaller range pe
pool experienced in the lower scanning speed of 200 mm/s

[2,15,16]. Similar, research reported that higher Bragg angles

shift of aluminium phases are due to the addition of external

reinforcement particulateswhen processedwith SLMwhich is

in well correlation with the current findings. However, the
Mg plate with 200 and 500 mm/s scanning speeds showing

ak intensities of 2q ¼ 37� ~ 40�.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.135
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influence of thermal stresses induced due to higher temper-

ature gradient should also be considered.

Figure 5 represents the microstructure of the as casted and

SLM as built AleSie10Mg specimens prepared by 200 mm/s

and 500 mm/s. It is evident that melt pool clearly possesses

fine grains zone with strong existence of equiaxed cellular

microstructure comprised well distributed primary a-Al ma-

trix combinedwith Si clusters which are fibrous in nature. The

average grain size diameter (mm)was studied using Fei Quanta

3D FEG Focused Ion Beam (FIB) attached with an Energy

Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDAX) equipment as shown in Fig. 5

(a-c). Considerable growth in grain size was noticed with

decreasing scanning speeds from 500 mm/s to 200 mm/s, for

the recorded average grain size diameter from 5.5 mm to

7.2 mm. It is evident that during SLM process, lower scanning

speed induced relatively weak thermal gradient and dimin-

ished cooling rate, which failed to enhance refinement in

grain microstructure in the as built specimen. In addition,

duration of the melt pool always provided enough time for

grain growth. It is worth noticing that SLM as built specimen

exhibited fine grain size diameter characteristics way lesser

than as casted samples (35 mm) (about 3 times reduction).

Abundance of nucleated fibrous structured Si precipitate in

the SLM as built specimen indicates that the certain quantity

of fluid eutectic compounds tends to solidify resulting to form

eutectic fibrous Si network along Al melt pool boundaries,
Fig. 5 eMicrostructure and grain size diameter prediction by Ele

(a) as casted, (b) SLM as built 200 mm/s, (c) SLM as built 500 mm
normally on the degree of few nanometers of range

500e1400 nm [17e19].

High resolution TEM microstructure and phases formed as

precipitates during the as-cast and SLM as built AleSie10Mg

specimens are presented in Fig. 6. The HRTEMmicrographs in

Fig. 6(a) exhibits lamellar shaped precipitated phasewith scale

of 100nmand it is observed to be consistently dispersed across

the matrix. EDS validations of the precipitated particulates

displays the element combinations of the as-cast specimen is

more or less 72.71% of Al, 13.92% of Si, 1.12% of Mg and 10.43%

of Fe, which is quite matching the b-Al5FeSi compound phase

[20]. Figure 6(b) represents the HRTEMmicrographs of the SLM

as built AleSie10Mg, clearly exhibiting enriched eutectic Si

elements along themelt pool boundaries containing a-Al cells.

Asper Fig. 6 (b) and (e) elements FeandMgwerealso segregated

along with Si at the interlaced melt pool cell boundaries. The

compositional nature of the Fe-bearing precipitates in the SLM

as built specimens was more or less Al59.40Si.46Mg12Fe5.12,

which is similar to the phase p-Al8Si6mg3Fe [21]. HAADF

image in Fig. 6(b) shows that the melt pool cell boundary con-

tains strongly bonded overlapped nano sized particles. And

SAED pattern in the melt pool cell boundary is presented in

Fig. 6(c),whichclearly exhibits Siwhichposes ring likepatterns

and numerous discrete Al diffraction spots down the crystal

orientation matching [2 0 0]. However, few tiny Si particles

exhibits hexagonal shape precipitates that are in lined with
ctron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) method for AleSie10Mg

/s and (d) EDS mapping analysis.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.135
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Fig. 6 e HRTEM HAADF image of (a) as casted, (b) SLM as built AleSie10Mg, (c) HRTEM corresponding to the melt pool

boundaries and the corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of the Al cell boundary and (d) (e) EDX

elemental distribution of Al, Si, Mg and Fe within the square marked.
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crystal orientation [2 1 1] matching p-Al8Si6Mg3Fe [21]. The

microstructural difference and precipitate distribution in as

cast specimenandSLMprocesses as built specimenaremainly

due to two thermal theoriesdealingwith solidificationof liquid

metal. For Al alloys rich in Si content, the dissolvability of

fibrous Si is majorly influenced by the average melt tempera-

ture and this characteristic is considerably reduced with in-

crease in temperature. As a result, Si particles are observed to

dissolve in the aluminium matrix in the case of as casted

specimen,where as in case of SLMas built samplesmost of the

Si are found to be existed to formprecipitate network structure

around the Al melt pool cell boundary due to instant specific

temperature. Various Fe-carrying intermetallic compounds

are nucleated in both the as-cast and SLM as-built conditions

which is driven by diverse cooling rates [22e24]. Due to the

rapid cooling rates at 500 mm/s scanning speed during SLM

process, most of the g-Al phase were converted to form a-Al,

which efficiently reduces the process of nucleation for Fe-

carrying precipitates [23,25e28].
3.2. Hardness and tensile properties

As presented in Fig. 7(a), it is very clearly evident that scanning

speed reduction from 500 mm/s to 200 mm/s leads to slight

reduction in microhardness of the plate as built by SLM pro-

cess in the Z direction. The SLM processes sample with

scanning speed 200 mm/s recorded a microhardness value of

122 ± 4.4 HV, whereas the sample processed with scanning
speed 500 mm/s recorded 135 ± 4.7 HV which is 14.8% greater

compared to the as casted AleSie10Mg samples (109 ± 3.9 HV)

as shown in Fig. 7(a). In general factors like processing con-

dition, materials morphology, final grain size diameter, final

relative density and the types and quantity of precipitates that

are formed during the process are the ones that determine the

mechanical properties of the final component. Acorrding to

metallurgical science [14,19e22], there exist a linear relation-

ship between the average grain size diameter D and micro-

hardness of the metallic sample defined by the HallePetch

relationship as given in equation (3):

Hv ¼H0 þ KHD
�1

=

2 (3)

Where H0 and KH are constants that appropriate values.

There exist a proportional relation between the Hv and the

average grain size diameter D�1

=

2, superior hardness values are

achieved in the samples with fine grain size microstructure.

Therefore at 500 mm/s scanning speed, the energy input

reduced considerably, which tends to induce faster cooling

rate as a result of which lower grain size diameters was ach-

ieved which is in good agreement with the fine grain

strengthening mechanism [23] as evident from Fig. 5.

Besides, the Fe-carrying and Si-Carrying precipitates

nucleated at themelt pool cell boundaries which are observed

to be dispersed uniformly also play a key role in improving the

microhardness of the SLM processed plate. This phenomenon

is in good agreement with the dispersion strengthening

mechanism (Figure 5 and Figure 6). However, the role of in-situ

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.135
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Fig. 7 e (a) Microhardness and (b) tensile stressestrain graph of as casted and SLM processed as built in Z direction of

specimen with 500 m/s and 200 mm/s scanning speeds.
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Si fibrous network at themelt pool cell boundaries should also

be considered. This network not only played a significant role

in improving the microhardness but also has strong ability to

improve the interfacial bonding strength by combined effect

of nucleating intermetallic precipitates within itself. The

combined effects of fine grain strengthening mechanism and

dispersion strengthening increased the microhardness of the

SLM processed samples.

Figure 7(b) and Table 1 presents the tensile stress strain

graphs and Tensile data of the as casted and SLM as built

speimens tested in built direct Z and perpendicualar to built

direct XY direction. Comparing earlier benchmark research

results the current experimental data shows good concur-

rence in both as casted and SLM as built samples [2,14e19].

It seems that, the tensile strength and percentage of

elongation of the as casted and SLM as built AleSie10Mg

tested in z built direction and perpendicular to built direction

(XY) were not identical. Comparing both as casted and SLM as

built specimes, the SLM processed AleSie10Mg exhibits

greater tensile strength in the built direction (Z) (390± 2.1MPa)

and in perpendicular direction (XY) (360 ± 2.9), where in as

casted samples exhibited tensile strength of 279 ± 1.9 MPa at

the better elongation as seen from Fig. 7(b). Comparing test

data in the direction of Z and perpendicular to built direction

(XY), Z direction tested samples recorded highest tensile

strength with better elongation to failure in SLM processed as

built samples. The elongation to failure in case of as casted

and SLM as built samples are exhibiting closer rogimes

showing no big difference in the values as shown in Fig. 7(b)

and Table 1.

Considering anisotropy in tensile data of the current

experimental specimens tested in Z direction, perpendicular

to Z direction (XY) and SLM processing at 500mm/s, 200mm/s

scanning speeds, HRSEM fracture studies are quite necessary

to understand the failuremechanicswhen subjected to tensile

loading of the as casted and SLM as built AleSie10Mg speci-

mens. Figure 8 represents the fracture failure surface topog-

raphy of the as-casted and SLM as built tested for Z direction

tensile loading. Large dimple accumulations were noticed in

the micro-fracture surface of the as casted AleSie10Mg in the

casting Z direction which confirms the ductile mode of failure
in the samples. This mode of failure in as casted samples lead

to larger deformation to failure and highest elongation per-

centage as evident from Fig. 7(b). Irrespective of processing

conditions (i.e. 500 mm/s and 200 mm/s) scanning speeds, the

failure modes were also observed to be ductile modes. At

200 mm/s scanning speed built samples exhibited ductile

failure leaving traces of medium sized dimples and holes,

which is majorly due to the escaping Si-particles from the Al-

matrix and escaping of the unmelted powder alloy particles

from the interfaces of the matrix, oxide inclusions and pores

already existing after the process Fig. 8(a), (b) and (c). However,

at 500 mm/s scanning speeds the fracture surface exhibited

tiny dimple shaped ductile failure as similar to earlier

research results [19e23]. Considerable grain growth was

noticedwith the decrease in scanning speed from 500mm/s to

200 mm/s, for the average grain diameter size from 5.5 mm to

7.2 mm. It is evident that during SLM process lower scanning

speed induced relatively weak thermal gradient and weak

cooling rate, which failed to enhance the grain refinement in

the as built specimen.

Explicitly, in AleSie10Mg alloy the Si fibrous network and

their brittle nature greatly influences the mechanical proper-

ties of the as casted or SLM as built specimens. As casted

samples exhibited good elongation behavior as this phino-

menon is mainly due to the major dissolved Si elements and

nucleation of the Fe-carrying precipitates at the cell bound-

aries and in case of SLM as built samples the Si fibrous were

quite controlling the ductile nature and the percentage of

elongation. Because of fibrous nature of Si at themelt pool cell

boundary, prevents the as built SLM samples to fail in ductile

mode in larger extent as seen in Fig. 7(b) and also restricting

the dislocation movements of the Al- matrix possessing ultra

fine grain boundaries for 500 mm/s processed samples

resulting in increased tensile strength. Fe-carrying and Si-

carrying intermetallic precipitates which tends to poorly

dissolve in the Al-matrix were found to be present in both the

as-casted and SLM as built specimens. During the plastic

deformation stage, strong stress concentration gradient was

formed around the Fe-carrying and Si-carrying phases resul-

ted in generation ofmicrocracks andmicrovoids in both the as

casted and as built SLM samples at 200 mm/s. In case of

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.135
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Fig. 8 e HRSEM images of fracture surfaces of (a) as-casted AleSie10Mg, (b) SLM as built tested in Z direction for 200 mm/s

scanning speed and (c) SLM as built tested in Z direction for 500 mm/s scanning speed.
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500 mm/s the intermetallic precipitate formation is mostly

avoided by faster cooling rate which eventually ending up in

displaying improved tensile and hardness values as seen in

Table 1, Figure 7(b) and Figure 8(c).

4. Conclusion

This experimental research systematically investigated the

microstructural improvement, mechanical behavior and the

consequent processmechanisms of the as-casted and SLM as-

built AleSie10Mg, including the nucleated precipitates, sur-

face/matrix defects, fracture topography and failure me-

chanics. The following research findings are arrived from the

current research work which are listed as follows.

1. Samples fabricated by SLM technique possesses a distinct

microstructure compared to as casted samples. Interme-

tallic compound of b-Al-5SieFe lamellar shaped precipitate
was observed to be homogeneously dispersed in as

casted samples. Whereas, p-Al-8Sie6Mge3Fe inter-

metallicprecipitate was found to be present at the melt

pool cell boundary for the samples processedwith 500mm/

s and 200 mm/s scanning speeds in SLM as built samples.

2. Having advantage of faster cooling rate at 500mm/s during

the SLM process, the effects like zener pinning and hetero-

geneous precipitate nucleation caused by intermetallics

formationintheAl-matrix, leadingtosignificantrefinement

in average grain size diameter from 7.2 mm to 5.5 mm as

increasing the scanning speed from 200mm/s to 500mm/s.

3. Comparing as casted and SLM as built processes, SLM

processes exhibited good microstrucural and strength

integrity displaying enhanced hardness and tensile values

compared to as casted AleSie10Mg samples.

4. The scanning speed during the SLM process displayed

significant importance in deciding the finalmicrostructural

and strenght properties of the as buit specimen.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.135
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5. The combined effects of attaining ultra fine grain size,

precipitate distribution, Si-carrying and Fe-carrying parti-

cles at the melt pool cell boundaries, and relative density

greatly increased thehardness and tensile properties of the

SLM additive manufactured plate.
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